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This issue of the newsletter finds us all at the end of summer, indeed, at the autumnal equinox.  I
hope we are all enjoying the fruits of our labors in the garden, whether edible, visual or aesthetic. 
We finally get reports of the annual meeting and field trips.  Those of us that missed this year’s
adventures  will have to read about it twice.  There are reports for APS programs, changes, new
and old members and notices of loss.  The APS 2011 Photo Contest is announced and we even see
the word floriferous used in a sentence!



Illinois National Wild & Scenic River         By Jack Myrick

Mount Shasta in California as seen from
atop Mount Ashland, Oregon.

PENSTEMONS AND THEIR PHOTOS FROM THE SISKIYOUS, 2011

 Article and photos by Ginny Maffitt

Despite the late-to-leave, but welcome,

snow pack in the Siskiyou Mts. this

year, the attendees of the 2011 Annual

Meeting (66-the most in years!) found

a nice collection of penstemons

blooming away. 

One of the two trips began south of

Ashland along the entry road to Mt.

Ashland ski area. Only 2 miles up the

road, we stopped for a double treat of

P. speciosus and P. deustus var.

suffrutescens nearby. P. speciosus

(Subgenus Habroanthus) isn’t usually found at this elevation (about 4000’) but is fairly common in

east-side WA, OR, CA and ID. The guides had scouted for it lower down at the California border

town of Hilt, but the plants were bloomed out. Well-deserving it’s common name of ‘showy’, the

flowers are a blend of colors, from bright blue to

purplish at the base of the tube with lighter violet

lower lips, bluish upper lips and white inside. Flowers

are secund (one-sided) on the stem. Leaves are

somewhat glaucous, narrow and often channeled

(rolled) upward. Plants tend to be 8-16” tall. We saw

last them in Oregon on the 2004 trip, growing to a

stunning 3’ tall near Dufur,13 miles south of the

Columbia Gorge.

A somewhat-rare endemic to Josephine and Jackson

counties was growing within a few feet of P.

speciosus. It is the unusual pink, P. deustus var.

suffrutescens (Subgenus Penstemon), with many tiny

flowers less than ½” long. The leaves are a bright limey green with sharp toothed edges. Typically,

P. deustus (the ‘hot rocks’ pent) is seen in cracks of cliffs; these had found a good habitat in the

crushed lava roadsides left behind by years of sanding this road to the ski area.

 P. anguineus (Subgenus Penstemon) is another common sight along this road, but it’s blooming

was late due to the cool weather. Folks in the last car stopping to view the P. deustus looked

uphill into a shady area and found a uncommon blue one blooming on Saturday. Jay Lunn

(Hillsboro, OR) did find several just open on Sunday (pictured below). This species is just plain

sticky with glandular hairs on upper parts, although glabrous on lower stems and leaves. It is

robust, reaching 12-32” tall, with several un-branching stems. The lower opposite leaves are



P. deustus var.suffrutescens

P. laetus var. saggitatus,
yellow bud

lanceolate, from 2-6” long, on long stems and dark green. Corollas are usually deep purple to ¾”

long; their anthers are opposite as they belong to Subgenus Penstemon.

A few miles up the road, we found penstemons massed on the roadsides. Penstemon parvulus

meaning small-flowered, is 6-14” tall with narrow somewhat bluish leaves. The corollas are

smaller than its larger cousin, P. azureus, at 1.4-2

cm (9/16-3/4”) long. Some authorities still include it

as a variety of  azureus. Azure-blue to violet flowers

appear on racemes of smaller plants to panicles

(small branches) on larger ones. The tell-tale-for-

identification anthers are double sacks (from

Subgenus Saccanthera) in deep purple, while those

of P. azureus are generally white. They do hybridize

as we saw later in the day about 10 miles away at

the Pilot Rock gravel quarry.

Folks spent a lot of time hiking the hillsides at the

base of Mt. Ashland admiring the views south to

Mt. Shasta and the phlox, corn lilies and

buckwheats among other wildflowers near the

spring seeps. Stephen Love and various buddies

bushwhacked  to the top of Mt. Ashland and found

P. davidsonii var. davidsonii (Subgenus

Dasanthera) in bloom there. The larger groups

didn’t try the road up, which was blocked lower

down by a snowbank, plus a squishy road just above

it. 

Moving on toward Pilot Rock by way of the old

Siskiyou Summit road, we saw P. deustus var.

deustus, the white form on the rocky cliffs, along

with billowing Eriogonum compositum. About 3

miles south of Pilot Rock on the former road bed,

our guide Jim Duncan had found P. laetus var.

sagitattus  (Subgenus Saccanthera), the ‘cheerful

penstemon’. Sagittatus means arrowhead-shaped,

referring to the pointy-tipped anthers which define

the variety. It is a gangling, sprawling species 8-32”

tall, with glandular hairs that little insects and seeds

stick to it—very messy looking! Flowers can be

pink to blue-violet or purple (see photo in

Strickler’s book). It is only found in Oregon in

Josephine to Klamath counties. 

Driving back to the Pilot Rock entrance road (which



Calohortus tolmei is one
of several Sego Lilies we
saw on the Pilot Rock
Road.

P. anguineus

Penstemaniac Photographers.               By Val Myrick

was luckily only 2 teeth-clattering miles long) we saw P.

roezlii  (Subgenus Saccanthera) in the grassy meadows. It is

so slender with narrow leaves barely to 2 cm, that it was hard

to spot. Recently removed from inclusion as a variety of P.

laetus, its purple anthers are simply rounded at the tips, but

still saccate with spiny or white hairs at their tops. Corollas

are bright-blue to violet and ½-7/8” long. 

At the quarry/parking area at Pilot Rock were mounds and

mounds of P. parvulus or P. azureus (Subgenus saccanthera)

or their hybrids! To repeat, some botanists still include P.

parvulus as a variety of P. azureus and moving from plant to

plant, we could understand why. There were ground-huggers and

upright plants, some with fairly narrow leaves to those with wider

ones, colors also varied—it was a stunning visual display spread all

over the open, former quarry area. The qualifier in Strickler’s key is

size of corolla and color. Corollas of P. azureus are darker purple or

deep blue with 2-3.5mm lengths while P. parvulus’ flower are more

blue or violet and 1.4-2 cm.

The second tour proceeded down Hiway 199 going southwest from

Grant’s Pass, with forays up 2 roads to the north. This was our back-up

tour when the late snow delayed flowered up the higher Bear Camp

area; plus the road partially washed out! Fewer penstemons grow in

this lower area, but oh my, did we see orchids, lilies and fragrant

azaleas! The scouts went up Onion Mt. where a huge patch of P. parvulus was found; the P.

rupicolas further uphill weren’t blooming yet. On Lone Mt. Road, which follows Whiskey Creek,

we saw P. roezlii again at a stop which

featured calachortus (cat’s ear lily), Lilium

bolanderi, the rare white bleeding heart, plus

the famed miniaturized evergreen oaks,

California myrtles and yerba santo with its

healing leaves.

From one stop here and then on Eight Dollar

Mt. road, we found a smaller version of P.

roezlii that I thought could be P. filiformis

(Subgenus Saccanthera). It measures smaller

in all respects: calyx, corolla, leaves, height,

but is reputed to only grow in the Trinity

Alps and E. Klamath Mts. of California. It

has a purplish blue corolla only 13-16 mm

(1/2”) long with glandular hairs; its leaves

are about .5mm wide and roll inward with a leafy basal rosette, while P. roezlii’s leaves are mainly

on the floral stems. It was numerous around the rest area roadsides and then down the trail to the



Illinois River waterfall. A sample was sent to the Oregon State University herbarium and was

pronounced as P. roezlii, due to wider leaves than P. filiformis. 

Medford OR APS Fieldtrip July 2011

Article and photos by Gerald Klingaman, Fayetteville, Arkansas 

The choice of Medford in southwestern corner of Oregon for the 2011 annual meeting of the

American Penstemon Society represented a perfect backdrop of scenic beauty and lush

biodiversity for searching out our specific quarry, the dozen or so penstemon taxa found in the

region.   As always, the 66 APS members attending the meeting were rewarded with a well

organized weekend that had been carefully scouted the preceding two years.  Though the heavy

snow pack of the 2011 season prevented access to some locations and delayed blooming in other

areas by two to three weeks, there were still plenty of penstemons to view.  

Ginny Maffitt, Louise Parsons and Dwayne Dickerson were co-organizers of the meeting and

fieldtrips with able assistance of scouts, guides and botanists such as Barbara Mumblo, Norm

Jensen, Jim Duncan, Gary Monroe and others.  

The Siskiyou Mountains form a 100 mile long crescent shaped range of mountains startling the

California / Oregon border and extends from south of Crescent City, CA to Klamath Falls, OR to

the east.  In Oregon the range drains into the Rogue River watershed while the southern face of the

range feeds the Klamath River watershed of California.  The Siskiyou Mountains are uncommon

in North America in that they have an east – west trajectory, indicating they were formed in an

early geologic event that predates the orogenic events creating the comingled Coastal and Cascade

Ranges.  The Siskiyous are the northernmost mountains in what geologists call the “Klamath

Knot”, a series of four mountain ranges in northern California and southern Oregon which are

interspersed amongst the younger Coastal Range and Cascades.  

At the banquet on Saturday evening Louise Parsons of Corvallis, OR gave a talk on the mixed up

geology of the Siskiyou Range.  The mountains are ancient as mountain ranges go, dating back

250 to 300 million years ago when the supercontinent Pangaea was in the process of breaking

apart.  The ancient Farallon Plate that is speculated to underlie much of North America survives as

a remnant as the Gorda Plate which lies in the Pacific off of the coast of Northern California and

Southern Oregon.  Basalts from the ocean floor were scraped off and deposited amongst the

mountains that were forming as the continent and Farallon Plate collided.  Over the ages these

jumbled supermafic rocks (rocks with high concentrations of magnesium and iron) weathered and

metamorphed, leaving behind high concentrations of greenish serpentine rocks (rocks with less

than 45% silica and high concentrations of magnesium and iron) which in turn weathered to form

the soils of the region.  

The small Gorda Plate was jostled between the Pacific Plate, the North American Plate and the

Juan de Fuca Plate to the north and in the process, rotated and separated into blocks, perhaps as

recent as 3 million years ago.  While this shuffling was going on mountain building continued as

the Pacific Plate subducted under the North American Plate creating the string of active and long



The serpentine soils of
the Siskiyous creates a
unique ecological niche
where complex and unique
communities of plants
live.

Dicentra oreganum OR 7 9 11.jpg 
The gray leafed Dicentra oreganum
grows in sunnier locations than
most Dutchman britches.

Several ericaceous plants grow on
the poor, acidic soils here
including the pink to white
flowered Rhododendron occidentale 

dormant volcanoes that extend up and down the West Coast.  Mount Ashland at 7558 feet is the

highest mountain in the Siskiyous and formed as a would-be volcano as the relatively buoyant

plutons of igneous rock bubbled up through the native rock of the region like a demonic lava lamp

at a hippie’s crash pad.  But before the magma reached the surface and exploded, the mass cooled,

leaving behind an enormous buried batholiths of stone.  

Soils derived from serpentine rocks are often toxic to plants not specifically adapted to their

unique soil chemistry.  Serpentine soils have a very low calcium/magnesium ratio, low potassium

and phosphorus and high levels of metals such as nickel, chromium and cobalt.  But, because the

Siskiyous are such a jumbled range, serpentine soils

comingle with more hospitable soil types derived from

other base rocks, creating one of the most biologically

diverse regions in North America.  

The biodiversity of the range is also due to the relatively

benign climate of the region.  This region is blessed with a

heavy snow pack in the winters and generally dry summers,

but the summers are not as dry as farther south or inland. 

Also, because the region does not have high mountains, the

Siskiyous were never scoured by vegetation clearing

glaciers.  The

Siskiyous are

especially

rich in

conifers with as many as fifteen species growing

together in mixed forest stands.  

While scouts were in the area for several days

prior to the start of the official meeting, for most

of us the kickoff began on Friday afternoon with a



  Darlingtonia californica is a
monotypic pitcher plant native to
the northern Pacific coast region
where it thrives in large stands in
seeps and bogs.

We saw several species of
lilies in bloom on the
trip including the coral
pink flowered Lilium
bolanderi. 

garden visit / plant sale at Kathy Allen’s magnificent rock garden in Center Point.  On a flat site

Kathy has created an extensive series of bermed beds with a tremendous assortment of rock garden

plants from around the world.   That evening at the banquet Ginny Maffitt gave a detailed

presentation on identifying the penstemon species we were likely to encounter while Norm Jensen

treated us to an overview of Siskiyou Mountain endemic species.  Because of the late season two

trips were outlined for the group; one to Mount Ashland and Pilot Rock and a second up Eight

Mile Mountain in the Illinois River Valley off Highway 199 south of Grants Pass.  

The drive along the gravel road along the drainages of Eight Mile Mountain showed the effects of

the serpentine rocks on soil formation and vegetation.   The red, iron rich soils produced a mostly

open, scraggly, second growth forest of scattered California incense cedar, Jeffery pine, sugar pine

and Douglas fir.  The first roadside find was of Penstemon laetus var. sagitattus with its gangling,

sprawling habit of growth,reaching about 16 inches tall with blue-violet flowers.  An even more

open and sprawling species was the P. roezlii which was approaching the end of its blooming

season.  

Along this road up Whiskey Creek we found a great assortment of plants in bloom including

Lilium bolanderi with its cherry-pink trumpets held above whorled leaves, the white flowered

form of Dicentera oregana – a Dutchman’s britches with white flowers and silvery leaves, the

cream colored Calachortus howellii, large stands of the insectivorous Darlingtonia californica

growing in seeps, several onions including the broad leaved but diminutive Allium siskiyouense,

several orchids and, one of my favorites, the Epimedium relative Vancoveria chrysantha in seed.  

Several ericaceous plants were seen including Rhododendron occidentale, the fragrant pinkish to

white flowered azalea native to the region which was in at

full bloom, the yet to bloom R. macrophyllum (Pacific

Rhododendron) and the white flowered trapper’s tea, Ledum

glandulosum.  



The road up Eight Mile Mountain was
not especially rich in penstemons
but we did see two, including
Penstemon roezlii.

After a day of hiking, these folks enjoy visiting and
some shade.                                            G.  Maffitt

The conifers in this area included California incense cedar (Calocedrus decurrens), Douglas  fir

(Pseudotsuga menziesii), Jeffrey pine (Pinus jeffreyi) and sugar pine (P. lambertiana). 

On a post tour and to get a full infusion of the conifers of the region I followed highway 199 south

into California to the Redwood State and National

Forest to visit the inspirational Stout Cedar Grove

where 300 foot tall coastal redwoods (Sequoia

sempervirens) crowed together forming a memorial to

Mother Nature’s handiwork.  The southernmost

occurrence of Port Orford Cedar (Chamaecyparis

lawsoniana) occurs in this same valley of the Smith

River.  

The trip up Mount Ashland and to Pilot Rock the

following day was equally rewarding with many new

finds and a more spectacular penstemon display.  As

the growing season of 2011 closes, I’m already

looking forward to the June 22 to 24, 2012 trip to the

mountains around Laramie, Wyoming.  



2011 APS Photo Contest

                             Authored by Stephen Love, Aberdeen, Idaho

Introduction:

The American Penstemon Society announces its 4th annual photo contest for

society members.  We invite all penstemaniacs to submit their best

photographs for consideration and judging. 

Each year, the American Penstemon Society sponsors a photo contest that is

open to all members. This activity has many objectives, including

encouragement of members to become more involved in the society and its

programs, to provide another avenue of penstemon education, enhance the

annual society Bulletin, and to provide a feast of quality images to all who

love penstemons.  This society includes a large number of accomplished photographers who

routinely achieve near perfection in creating images of penstemons. We all enjoy their expertise.

But we want all members to know that this contest is not just for the proficient. It is an enjoyable

activity for all members and allows us to share our personal view of penstemons with others.

Especially when it comes to snapshots of activities at meetings, every picture has interest that may

make it a winner. Please take the time to submit your best photographs. Here are the instructions

for submitting entries:

Submissions Procedures:

Submission deadline: November 30, 2011.

For ease of distribution during judging, photographs should be submitted in digital file format

(preferably JPEG) as an attachment to an email or sent through the mail on a CD.  Digital file

entries should have sufficient resolution (file size of 1 mb or greater) to be printed in 8” X 10”

format without loss of quality.  Film-derived pictures may be scanned and sent as digital files. (If

you have pictures or slides but no way to scan them, please submit the originals and we will make

arrangements to have them scanned. The originals will be returned.)

Include the following information with each photograph:

Category of entry (one of the following):

 Penstemons in a natural setting

Penstemons in a garden

Penstemons and penstemaniacs at an annual meeting

Name and full address of the photographer (include a phone number and email address).

Subject species or cultivar name (if known).

Year the photograph was taken.

Location and/or event name associated with the subject.



Beginning in 2011, Bob McFarlane will organize and administer the APS photo contest. Please

submit photographs (by November 30) to:

Bob McFarlane

5609 S. Locust Street

Greenwood Village, CO  80111

Phone: 303-740-8110

Email: denvrbob@gmail.com

Contest Rules:

You must be a member of the American Penstemon Society to participate in the contest. 

Photographs must contain images of penstemons or penstemaniacs, although penstemons

can be a portion of a larger photographic subject.

Entries must be actual photographs taken with a digital or film camera.  There is no

restriction on the type of camera or film used.  Pictures may be color or black-and-white.

Pictures can be slightly enhanced or improved using routine developing or digital

procedures (e.g. cropping, correcting color imbalances, or adjusting contrast).  However,

they should not be extensively altered (e.g. flower image inserted into an alternate or

artificial background) or manufactured using digital techniques.  In other words, we want

“real” photographs.

Photographs will be entered in one of three categories:

a. Penstemons in a natural setting (pictures of penstemons growing in their natural

environment)

b. Penstemons in the garden (pictures of penstemons in a cultivated situation, such as

a home landscape, botanical garden, etc.)

c. Pentemons or penstemaniacs at an annual meeting (pictures from annual meetings,

regional botanizing tour, or other APS sanctioned event that can include people,

penstemons, or both)

Within a contest year, each participant can enter only one photograph within any of the

three categories, but may enter one photograph in each of the three categories, for a total of

3 maximum entries.

A photograph may be entered into the competition only one time, regardless of category. 

Once entered photographs are ineligible for entry into future contests.

Photographic submissions must include written descriptive information, specifically

species or cultivar names, location of subject(s), year the photograph was taken, and

anything else that may be informative to the viewer.



All photographs will be judged by a rotating panel made up of three APS members, each

with some expertise in the art of photography.

Recognition will be given to the top three photographs in each category.  The nine winning

photographs will be published in the annual bulletin of the American Penstemon Society. 

Additionally, a token monetary award or credit toward membership, will be given to

winners, as follows:

1st place in each category- $50

2nd place in each category- $30

3rd place in each category- $20

          Or, credit for membership dues:

            1st place in each category – three years of membership dues

            2nd place in each category – two years of membership dues

            3rd place in each category – one year of membership dues

*Note: APS will not claim ownership of submitted photographs, however, by submitting

photographs to the contest, the owner(s) agrees to allow publication of the pictures in the APS web

site, bulletin, and/or newsletter.

MILESTONES

A note received on July 6, 2011 – “Thank you for the reminder but I need to inform

you that both Joan and Steve Hoitink are in a nursing home and no longer have the

finances to continue membership.  Thank you for your understanding.  Carolyn

Seim/daughter.”  Steve Hoitink was the APS Treasurer for 17 years.  We are

continuing their membership in APS as honorary members due to the long and

valuable service they have given to our society.

A note received from member Cindy Reed on January 31, 2011 – “I am sad to report,

Dr. Ron Weedon passed away unexpectedly (sudden heart attack while he was

mowing his lawn last summer).”  Ron was a professor at Chadron State, Chadron,

Nebraska.

Dee Strickler died on March 12, 2011.  Dee was a Life Member of APS.  He wrote

the book, “Northwest Penstemons”.  Claire Strickler has written a very nice article

about her life with Dee and their wanderings.  The article is in this issue of the APS

Newsletter.



A note received on July 18, 2011 – “… My mother, Jeanne Schmitt, died in April. 

She was 91 years old and had been outside gardening a week before then.  Julia

Schmitt.”

A TALE OF TWO PERIPATETIC PENSTEMANIACS

By Claire Strickler

Life with Dee Strickler was always an adventure! By turns I have been a plywood worker’s wife,

an orchardist’s and sheep breeder’s wife, an assistant-to-full professor’s wife, a graduate student’s

wife, a finger joint business owner’s wife, a builder’s wife and lastly, a botanist/author’s wife,

which is the way most of you know me. It sounds as though I had as many marriages as Liz Taylor,

but through those roles I was married to one man, for 57 ¾ years.

Dee was mostly a self-taught botanist, although he took botany courses at Washington State and

Syracuse University for his first two degrees in Forestry. The “Dr.” on some of his books was not a

degree in Botany as many assumed, but a Doctorate of Forestry from Duke University. As he wrote

in the dedication to Wayside Wildflowers of the Pacific Northwest, “I couldn’t make a

fisherwoman of her, so she made a wildflower lover of me.” He took my hobby much farther than

I ever could have. He started taking pictures on hikes with our 2 sons and their Boy Scout troop in

the Blue Mountains of Washington and Oregon so that we could identify the flowers later. 

At the end of his “builder” phase he began to explore the possibility of a book on Montana

wildflowers.  “Not a big enough market” was the verdict of Falcon Press in Helena. They advised

him to self-publish for a larger share of the profits, but one big book was too expensive, so he

started with a small one, Prairie Wildflowers, expanding it to include the Northern Rockies as far

south as northern Colorado. (Denver qualifies as a big market.) Profits from that book paid for the

next one, and so on. By the time that he was working on Wayside he was going to such interesting

places in the Pacific Northwest that I retired from my job as principal of a Christian School and

went with him. I especially enjoyed the trips to the Oregon and Washington coasts. (Montana’s

major defect is that it doesn’t border an ocean.)

He preferred to stay in motels rather than camping in a tent or a camper. We often found ourselves

in very small towns at the end of the day, close to where he wanted to catch the early morning

light on the flowers. At one such motel I became nervous when I saw a big hole in the screen door,

but it was the only one in town, so we rented a room. When I sat down on the only chair in the

room, a rocker, it broke under me! We discovered the mattress was quite concave when we both

rolled to the center at bedtime. We didn’t get much sleep that night, but the shot of Iliamna

rivularis (Globe Mallow) with the Pryor Mountains in the background the next morning was well

worth it. In another such accommodation I dropped something, bent down to pick it up, and

discovered that beneath the bed was a dense jungle of spider webs. That night I dreamed of black

widows, but we escaped with no bites.

Traveling to photograph all 80 species of penstemons in the Pacific Northwest for his last



book,”Northwest Penstemons” became a treasure hunt. Dee put 60,000 miles on his pickup to

photograph all the species and many subspecies. It took four years because some of those years

were drought years and certain penstemons didn’t bloom.  At other times he would arrive where

the herbaria and experts of the universities of Montana, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington had

directed him, only to discover that he was too early or too late for the bloom. 

On July 2, 1996, we set out to photograph the last 10 rare, elusive species he needed for his book.

It was the most memorable of the trips we took together. I had become quite adept at spotting

penstemons growing on the sides of the road at 65 m.p.h. by then. Sometimes they turned out to be

lupines, but often there would be penstemons in the near vicinity. I was also accustomed to being

asked to lie on the ground to shield a wildflower from the wind so it would hold still for its

picture.

Our first stop on that trip was the University of Montana’s native plant garden where he

photographed Penstemon diphyllus. Then we headed to the lookout at Pittsburg Saddle where he

captured  P. elegantulus. On July 4 in the Columbia Gorge, he found 

P. richardsonii var. richardsonii, and on Oregon highway 35, P. serrulatus. By now, we were

high-fiving each other and exulting in our discoveries. Two in one day! On July 5 at Crater Lake

we located P. davidsonii var. davidsonii and at the Rough and Ready Botanical Wayside, P.

roezlii. More celebration! In Josephine County on July 6, we found P. anguineus, the Siskiyou

penstemon, and then headed to southern Idaho.

Our next stop, on July 8, was the Goose Creek drainage to find P. idahoensis, which grows only in

that area. Dee had visited for three years in a row, with no luck. We drove back and forth along

that creek, getting out at likely spots with no success. Finally, desperate, we stopped at an outcrop

of volcanic tuff beside the road. Dee scrambled up a cliff and searched the plateau at the top.

Reluctant to attempt that, I walked along the road. A rancher on an all-terrain vehicle was moving

his cattle from one pasture to the other and stopped, asking me what I was doing. I told him that

my husband and I were looking for wildflowers. He then launched into a hostile diatribe about

some government employee who had told him he had an endangered plant on his land. He

expected that the Feds would probably stop him from using that area to graze his cattle. He said, “I

haven’t been able to find it, but if you do, will you come tell me where it is?” He pointed to his

house up the road. I smiled innocently, but didn’t promise. 

I continued walking up and down past the tuff ledge, which was about 5 feet high, with no way to

reach its top from the road. Suddenly, I spotted what I thought was a penstemon. Dee appeared at

the top of the cliff, and I called to him. He scrambled down to the top of the ledge and declared it

P. idahoensis! There were only three open blossoms on that one stem, but he was able to get its

picture. (See p.75.) We then discovered many more plants, none in bloom. In fact, some of the

plants were on tuff that had sloughed down into the road a few feet from where the rancher had

driven! Needless, to say, like the wise men leaving Herod, we “departed into our own country

another way.”

The next day on a forest service road off ID 21 we found P. attenuatus var. militaris . Later that



day I was searching near a road by the north fork of the Boise River, while Dee searched the

woods. A car with three men in it stopped and one asked brusquely “What are you doing on my

land?” I replied that I was just looking around, which they didn’t like and told me so. I started

moving toward our car, so they drove on, luckily before they saw Dee with his camera. He had

found P. laxus! That was our tenth and last penstemon. We were very happy that he now had the

pictures he needed, but I was also delighted that we were leaving that part of southern Idaho where

ranchers were king, and nature lovers were not appreciated! 

Dee labored over his descriptions in the winter, when Montana’s cold and snow require that you

have an indoor activity. He was a bit restless in winter when he no longer had books to do, but by

then driving miles and miles for one flower had lost its appeal, He’d say, “Been there and done

that.” whenever people asked about his next book. Nevertheless, he never stopped describing his

years of traveling around the Pacific Northwest as “FUN!” And I feel privileged to have traveled

with him, wherever our shared love of wildflowers took us. 

                               ********************************************************

Dear APS Members,

I regret to inform you that we have lost one of our hardest working members.  Barbara Lewis has

resigned, not only from her position as Special Projects Chair, but from her board position as well. 

Barbara, a woman who can grow penstemons to the nth degree, a few years ago surveyed our

membership to determine what we wanted to get out of APS and where we'd like to see it headed. 

APS is still guided by the findings of this survey.  Barbara then took on the Special Projects idea

and developed it into the successful program it is today.  She compiled all kinds of info on

penstemons for the web site as well as the newsletter.  She did the "Penstemon of the Month" for

quite a while and many of the photos on the site are from her collection.  I'm sure I'm only

mentioning the tip of the iceberg of Barbara's accomplishments.  She will be missed.  

Val Myrick

American Penstemon Society Special Project Final Report Form

Name of Project: Parachute Penstemon Conservation Campaign

Project beginning and ending dates: 7/1/10 – 6/30/11

Measurable Objective: Protection of Parachute penstemon under the Endangered Species

Act and preservation of its remaining habitat on the Roan Plateau.

Description of activities completed: Since December 2010, we have been monitoring

project proposals and conducting administrative correspondence with the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service and our project partners regarding the Parachute Penstemon.

In other penstemon news, we prevailed in our lawsuit that challenged the legality of the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife’s decision to deny protection to Graham’s penstemon after acknowledging

years before that the plant did indeed deserve protections. The American Penstemon Society

funded that project in 2009. A district court judge ruled that the Service’s decision was in



fact illegal and mandated that they reconsider protecting the endangered flower. This is a

watershed moment for the beleaguered Graham’s penstemon, whose remaining habitat is

beset by oil and gas drilling in northwest Colorado and northeast Utah.

Results: what has been achieved in the first six months and what has been learned,

what problems have been encountered and steps taken to resolve any problems.

Though it is not yet complete, we expect our work to yield protection of Parachute

penstemon under the Endangered Species Act by early 2012. Parachute penstemon is part of

a package of imperiled Colorado plants proposed for listing under the Endangered Species

Act. Recognized among the most at-risk species in the state, Parachute penstemon, Pagosa

skyrocket and Debeque phacelia have been lingering on the Candidate List for over a

decade.

In 2010 the U.S. Fish and Wildlife formally proposed the three rare wildflowers for

protection (see attached decision in the Federal Register) in response to our continued

pressure. They are currently settling a series of listing petitions, so their decision to list the 3

flowers hasn’t taken immediate effect. However, we have strong indications that they will list

the species in the near future, likely early next year.

The bonus of this listing package is that it includes the designation of Critical Habitat, a

critical step for species on the brink of extinction that protects the majority of their

remaining occupied habitat. Species with designated Critical Habitat are much more likely to

avoid extinction than those without. As part of their listing decision, we expect the Fish and

Wildlife Service to designate Critical Habitat by the end of 2012.

Though we will have to wait on our celebration (soon to come!), we can say with confidence

that the American Penstemon Society helped support our work to list the Parachute

Penstemon under the Endangered Species Act and protect its remaining habitat on western

Colorado’s Roan Plateau.

Finally, over the grant period, Center for Native Ecosystems merged with longtime partner

Colorado Wild to create Rocky Mountain Wild. We remain the voice for the conservation of

rare plants throughout Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, and Wyoming. We will continue to

work toward the protection of the unique and irreplaceable ecosystems of the Rocky

Mountains.

Anticipated activities for the next six months: We are co-plaintiffs with nine other

conservation and sportsmens’ organizations on litigation challenging the legality of Bill

Barret Corporation’s plans to drill the top of the Roan Plateau for its oil and gas resources.

We still continue to await district court Judge Krieger’s ruling on our case and will respond

accordingly and quickly when that decision is handed down. In the meantime, we will

continue monitoring and addressing any additional threats to Parachute penstemon.

Financial report:

Senior Staff Biologist (8.5 hours at $40/hr, incl. benefits)…….…..$340

Staff Attorney (4 hours at $40/hr, incl. benefits)………………..$160

Total………….…………………………………..……….……$500

Contact information of person submitting report:

Name(s): Andrea West, Development Director

Mailing addresses: 1536 Wynkoop St., Ste 303; Denver, CO 80202



Email addresses: andrea@nativeecosystems.org;

Phone numbers: 303-546-0214

Please send report to:

Barbara Lewis

10918 Sunshine Drive

Littleton, CO 80125

blewis@iriscolorado.com

303-903-9278

Membership Renewal

The American Penstemon Society involves almost 400 penstemon aficionados world-wide, many

of whom will enjoy meeting other APS members and traveling to the Siskiyou Mountains of

Oregon and northern California in July of 2011 and the Big Horn Mountains in Wyoming in the

summer of 2012. Dues provide you with our newsletter (distributed by e-mail or snail mail as you

prefer), annual bulletin, and the annual seed exchange.  Dues run on a calendar basis, renewed at

the first of each year.

US and Canadian dues $15 US; Elsewhere $20 US.  Dues for students are $5.  Life Membership is

$150.  In addition, members may pay two years in advance and receive the third year free.  Please

do not send  cash.

You may pay either by check or by PayPal on our website at www.apsdev.org.  

Make checks payable to American Penstemon Society.  Mail to:  

Dale Lindgren/Phoebe McFarlane,  Membership Secretaries

9202 Maloney Drive,  North Platte,  NE  69101

If you wish to contact Dale Lindgren and/or Phoebe McFarlane, they can be reached at 

aps.membership@yahoo.com.  Please update any current info with new phone numbers or e-mail

addresses.  Thanks for your enthusiastic support of the Society.                                                          

   Name-__________________________________________________________________   

Address-________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

Phone #-________________________________________________________________

E-Mail-__________________________________________________________________  

We do not sell, share or distribute member data in any manner.   

!! APS MEMBERS:   Please help the society to gain new members and spread awareness of

this unique interest group for all things “penstemon”!  Just forward this newsletter to any friends

who have special interests in rare and unusual wildflowers of the Americas. I think this is an

especially interesting edition to share. It contains stories and photos from this summer’s trip to the

Siskiyou Mountains of Oregon, a call to donate (and later obtain) seeds to the annual exchange

and descriptions of next year’s trip to see Wyoming penstemons. What other group only meets

only once a year to enjoy guided trips to unusual, floriferous areas for $15 a year? 



Anyone can enjoy our lovely website with its photo gallery, blog and plant descriptions, but you

need to be a member to be able to purchase a huge range of penstemon seeds from many areas,

receive the mid-winter magazine and  quarterly e-newsletters such as this one, enjoy library, 

special publication opportunities and attend the annual meeting. Pass the word; email some

friends!

Dues are: $15 annually U.S.&  Canada, and $20 elsewhere; students $5, lifetime membership

$150.

 Special offer: join for two years for $30 with membership effective for three years. Send checks

to:      Dale Lindgren, Membership Secretary, 9202 Maloney Dr., North Platte, NE 69101.

Find the membership form at APSmembership@yahoo.com. We do not share email addresses.

Thank you, Ginny Maffitt, membership marketing.

               \

NEW APS MEMBERS  APRIL  THROUGH SEPTEMBER  2011

We are happy to welcome the following new members to APS.

Helen Barker

Fullerton, CA 92831

Center for Native Ecosystems        

Denver, CO 80202

Jim Duncan

Ashland OR 97520

Sam Hitt                                                   

Santa Fe, NM 87508

Norm Jensen

Medford, OR 97501

 

Barbara A. Mumblo

Jacksonville, OR 97530

Peter McCrohan                                      

Stockton, NJ 08559-1612

The New York Botanical Garden 

Bronx, NY 10458-5126 

Ramona Pacela                                 

Solvang, CA 93464-1040

Dennis Pitts                             

Preston Hollow, NY 12469

Mary H. Rose                                   

Anacortes, WA 98221

 

Stewart Winchester                                 

Richmond, CA 94805



American Penstemon Officer List, 2011

APS Officers and Board Members for 2011 listed below.  They represent eight different states and

The Netherlands.  We appreciate their willingness to serve and hope that the membership will help

them out when asked.  

President:  Val Myrick    vkmyrick@pacbell.net 

Vice President:  Andrea Wolfe    wolfe.205@osu.edu

Treasurer:  Mary Cunningham  APS.Treasurer@yahoo.com

Membership:  Dale Lindgren and Phoebe McFarlane APS.Membership@yahoo.com. 

Board Position 1:  Libby Wheeler  glwheel@prodigy.net

Board Position 2:  Eric Gouda  e.j.gouda@uu.nl

Board Position 3: Barbara Lewis  blewis@iriscolorado.com

Seed Exchange:  Louise Parsons  parsont@peak.org

Bulletin:  Steve Love  slove@uidaho.edu

Website:  Hugh MacMillan  humanator@yahoo.com

Auditor:  Ed Godleski  e.godleski@csuohio.edu

Nominating:  Dallas and Sharon Boge  dalboge@juno.com

Special Projects:  Barbara Lewis  blewis@iriscolorado.com

Membership Marketing: Ginny Maffitt  maffitt6540@comcast.net

Past President:  Bob McFarlane  denverbob@aol.com          

Historian:  Dale Lindgren  dlindgren1@unl.edu

POSITIONS OF RESPONSIBILITY. 

Robins Coordinator Ginny Maffitt, maffitt6540@comcast.net

Registrar of Cultivars and Hybrids Dr. Dale Lindgren, dlindgren1@uni.edu

Librarian: Dr. Stephen Love, slove@uidaho.edu

Custodian of Slide Collection: Dr. Dale Lindgren, dlindgren1@unl.edu,

Newsletter:  Mike Evans  iroxranch@yahoo.com

NEWSLETTER GOES DIGITAL

NO MORE SNAIL MAIL

Val Myrick, APS President, Sonora, California

Due to the high cost of printing and mailing the newsletter, the Board at its July meeting decided to

discontinue the practice as of January 2012.  We know that this will be an inconvenience for those

who have been receiving the printed version but feel that our members are resourceful enough to find

alternative ways of receiving the newsletter. 

Pro

babl

mailto:parsont@peak.org
mailto:denverbob@aol.com


Photo of a sunset over Wyoming’s Medicine Bow Mountains.  Taken

from the Overland Trail marker, just west of Laramie, Wyoming. 

August 21, 2011                                                                m. evans

y the easiest way would be to get a friend or relative with a computer to print it.  The newsletter

could be sent to them or they could view and copy it from the web site, APSdev.org.  One could also

access the newsletter via the computers at the local library.  Librarians are always happy 

to assist new users.

One of the advantages of viewing the newsletter on the computer is that the pictures are so much

nicer.  If you’ve only seen the printed version, you’ll be surprised and delighted by the color and

clarity.

If we don’t have an email address for you, please let Phoebe McFarlane, our membership co-chair,

know what email address you would like us to use.  Contact her at Denvrbob@aol.com or 303 740-

8110.
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